
DEVELOPMENT CONTROL AND REGULATION 
COMMITTEE

Meeting date: 23 August 2018

From: Executive Director – Economy & Infrastructure

NL0065: - APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF LAND AT 
CROFT TERRACE, PENRITH AS A NEW TOWN OR VILLAGE 
GREEN

1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 Cumbria County Council is the registration authority for town and 
village greens under the Commons Act 2006.

1.2 An application has been received from Mr Peter Cresswell to register 
an area of land at Croft Terrace Penrith as a new town or village green. 

1.3 The purpose of this report is to request Members to make a decision as 
to whether the land should be added to the Council’s register of town 
and village greens.

2.0  POLICY POSITION, BUDGETARY AND EQUALITY 
IMPLICATIONS, AND LINKS TO COUNCIL PLAN

2.1 The relevant corporate theme is the creation and protection of a high 
quality environment for all.

2.2 This matter is a decision-making process of a quasi-judicial nature. 
There should be no policy or political consideration given and any 
potential financial implication should be ignored.

3.0 RECOMMENDATION

3.1 It is recommended that the Committee rejects the application, on the 
grounds that the statutory criteria contained at section 15(2) of the 
Commons Act 2006 has not been established.



4.0 BACKGROUND

4.1 On 6th August 2015 the Council as registration authority for Common Land 
and Town and Village Greens (“the Registration Authority”), received an 
application on form 44 (“the Application”) from Mr Perter Cresswell (“the 
Applicant”), for the registration of land referred to as “The Green” at Croft 
Terrace, Penrith (hereafter called the “Application Land”) as a new town or 
village green under Section 15 of the Commons Act 2006 (“the 2006 Act”).

4.2 A copy of the Application and supporting documentation is attached to this 
report at Appendix 1 (please note that only a selected sample of the 
questionnaires have been included in full, along with a summary of every 
questionnaire. A full copy of all questionnaires received can be provided on 
request).

4.3 The Application Land comprises of an area of maintained grassland located 
within a largely residential area within the Penrith North electoral ward. A 
plan showing the Application Land outlined in red is attached to this report at 
Appendix 2.

4.4 The Applicant submitted the following evidence in support of the Application:

 33 user evidence questionnaires (26 of these were from inhabitants of 
the originally identified neighbourhood which consisted of 48 
properties)

4.5 A Land Registry search confirmed that the vast majority of the Application 
Land is owned by Eden District Council. A copy of the Land Registry Title is 
attached at Appendix 3.

4.6 On 14th December 2016 the Application was deemed to have been duly 
made and notice of the Application was placed on site, advertised on 
Cumbria County Council’s website and also sent to all relevant interested 
parties in accordance with Schedule 7 of the Commons Registration 
(England) Regulations 2014 (“the 2014 Regulations”). Anyone wishing to 
make a representation to the Application had until 8th February 2018 to do so 
in writing.

4.7 One objection was received from Eden District Council (“the Objector”), the 
registered proprietor of the majority of the Application Land. The Objector 
relied on the following grounds: 

 The locality or neighbourhood within a locality had been insufficiently 
defined by the applicant.

 Any use of the land had not been ‘as of right’ but instead has been ‘by 
right’ with the permission of the Council

 The Council has asserted its rights as owner of the property by 
restricting certain activities on the land

 The land has been subject to a ‘trigger event’ and no ‘terminating 
event’ had occurred at the time of application.



4.8 The Applicant responded to the points raised by the Objector in a letter of 
27th February 2017 and furthermore in a letter of 10th May 2017. Upon 
further questioning the Objector withdrew the part of their objection relating 
to trigger and terminating events. A copy of the objection and the 
subsequent correspondence is attached at Appendix 4. 

4.9 In response to the Objector the Applicant also chose to submit further 
evidence of use in the form of a further 70 questionnaires from a total of 103 
residents, although these questionnaires do not focus on the activities being 
carried out. A sample of these additional questionnaires is included at 
Appendix 5 along with a summary of every other questionnaire submitted 
and additional photographic evidence provided by the Applicant (a full copy 
of all 70 questionnaires received can be provided on request). It may be 
worth noting that 19 of the additional questionnaires were submitted by 
residents who also submitted a questionnaire with the original application.

4.10 During the notice period three emails were also received in support of the 
application. These are attached for reference at Appendix 6.

4.11 Following an initial assessment of the Application and all subsequent 
material received I wrote to the Applicant on the 30th April 2018 advising that 
we were minded to recommend that the Application was refused on the 
grounds that the use of the land has been ‘by right’ not ‘as of right’. Under 
27(7) of the 2014 Regulations the Applicant was offered the chance to make 
oral representations to address the reasons given for our recommendation. 
The Applicant confirmed that he was happy for a Mr Graham Frost to 
present oral representations on his behalf and his views were heard at a 
meeting of 24th May 2018. A summary of the oral representations and 
associated correspondence is included at Appendix 7. During the oral 
representations no evidence was put forward that changed my initial 
recommendation, and therefore my recommendation to refuse the 
Application still stands for reasons set out in 4.12 to 4.18 below. 

The Law

4.12 The 2006 Act governs town and village greens, Section 15 sets out the 
requirements which must be met if an application to add land to the town and 
village green register is to be successful.

4.13 The Application is made under Section 15 (1) of the 2006 Act which states:

“Any person may apply to the commons registration authority to register land 
as a town or village green if subsection 2… applies”

4.14 Section 15(2) provides that a town of village green has come into existence 
where:

“a) a significant number of the inhabitants of any locality, or of any 
neighbourhood within a locality, have indulged as of right in lawful 
sports and pastimes on the land for a period of at least 20 years; and

b) they continue to do so at the time of the application.”



4.15 The statutory conditions referred to in Section 15 (1) and (2) above can be 
broken down as follows:

i. The land must be clearly identified;

ii. A significant number of the inhabitants of any locality or any 
neighbourhood within a locality

iii. Have indulged as of right.

iv. In lawful sports and pastimes on the land 

v. For a period of at least 20 years 

4.16 For land to qualify as a town or village green under the 2006 Act, the use of 
the land must satisfy all the statutory tests. Failure to meet any one of the 
tests means that the application land cannot be registered as village green.

The application of the law to the facts and evidence of the application: 

4.17 The application complies with the formal requirements as to form and 
content contained in the 2006 Act.

4.18 The statutory criteria as set out above is considered in relation to the 
application as follows:

i. Land:  
The Application Land is clearly identified on the plan accompanying 
the Application.

ii. A significant number of a locality:
The Application originally defined the locality as “Croft Terrace which 
is in the North Electoral Ward in the Parish of Penrith Cumbria”, but in 
reply to the Objector’s point that this was insufficiently defined the 
Applicant in a letter dated 10th May 2017 confirmed the new precise 
locality as: the New Streets area of Penrith comprising of “Croft 
Terrace, Croft Avenue, Wordsworth Street, Graham Street, Arthur 
Street, Lowther Street, The section of Beacon Edge between Graham 
Street and Lowther Street and The section of Drovers Lane between 
Graham Street and Arthur Street”. These eight streets form part of a 
residential area around the Application Land. It is my opinion that the 
Applicant has clearly defined a neighbourhood within a locality on 
which the Application should be judged and that this element of the 
criteria is satisfied.

The Applicant originally supplied 33 evidence questionnaires, 26 of 
which were from inhabitants of the original identified locality which 
consisted of 48 properties. A further 70 questionnaires were 
submitted in May 2017 when the Applicant identified a new, clearer 
locality as detailed above. These new questionnaires do not focus on 
the activities being carried out on the Application Land, but they do 
indicate a level of support for the Application. Overall, despite the 
newly defined neighbourhood increasing the number of properties 
within the locality to be considered I feel that, on the balance of 



probabilities, the Applicant has proven that a “significant number” of 
the locality have either used or support the use of the land as a town 
or village green. 

iii. As of Right: The Applicant must show that the use of land has been 
‘as of right’ in so far that the Application Land has been used without 
force, without secrecy and without permission. The sign erected in 
2010 on a prominent location of the site (a picture of which the 
Applicant attached to the Application itself), states “Eden District 
Council permits public use of this land. Use at your own risk”. In my 
view this amounts to an exertion of control by the landowner as it 
permits the use of the land, a point which the landowner reiterates in 
the objection. The Objector (Eden District Council) further explains 
that the land is laid out for the use of the residents of Penrith as public 
open space and that they have also had an element of control as to 
what can be done on the land as they have in the past prohibited 
bonfires. 

On the basis that the landowner has exerted control over the land and 
expressly granted permission for the public to use the Application 
Land since the erection of the aforementioned sign in 2010, I 
conclude that in my opinion the use of the land has been ‘by right’ and 
not ‘as of right’. I believe the application can therefore not satisfy this 
element of the criteria.

iv. In lawful sports and pastimes on the land: The main purposes for 
which the Application Land has been used, as evidenced by the 
questionnaires provided by the Applicant, are team games, 
socialising, sledging, ball games, parties, sledging and also for 
children playing. In my opinion the Application satisfies this particular 
aspect of the statutory criteria.

v. 20 years: The Applicant has provided evidence to claim that the 
Application Land had been used extensively by local people for a 
period exceeding 20 years, and that they continued to do so at the 
time of application. My opinion is that this element of the statutory 
criteria has been met.

In order for the Application to be successful the Applicant must prove 
that all of the statutory criteria set out in section 15(2) of the 2006 Act 
have been met. As outlined above I do not feel that the Applicant has 
proven that the use of the Application Land has been as of right, and 
it is for that reason that I recommend that the Application should be 
rejected.

5.0 LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

5.1 The Council has a statutory duty to keep a register of Common Land and 
since the implementation of Part 1 of the 2006 Act, has the power to amend 
the register. The Council’s Constitution at Part 2G 2.1) f) i) delegates this 
responsibility to the Development Control and Regulation Committee.



5.2 In considering the Application, Members must consider all of the evidence 
available to them, and must be satisfied that the evidence shows that each 
aspect of the statutory conditions set out at Section 15 of the 2006 Act have 
been met.  The burden of proof in this regard is firmly upon the Applicant to 
provide the required evidence.  The standard of proof to be applied is the 
usual civil standard “on the balance of probabilities”, i.e. it must be more 
likely than not.

5.3 The role of this Committee is to reach its own determination on the matters 
of fact and law arising as a result of the Application.  It is for Members to 
determine the Application fairly, putting aside any considerations of the 
desirability of the land being registered as a town or village green or being 
put to other use.

5.4 Although the findings of the Officer Recommendations are for the Committee 
to proceed with determination and rejection of the Application, the 
Committee is not bound to follow the Recommendation; providing that in 
reaching its decision it applies the correct legal principles and duly considers 
the evidence. Therefore Members are free to accept or reject any of the 
Recommendations in the report. If the members reject the Officer findings 
and decide either not to determine the Application or to accept the 
Application and add the Application Land to the Council’s register of town 
and village greens the committee should set out their reasons at the 
meeting. If members vote to accept the Application against the Officer 
recommendation please note that the matter would first have to be deferred 
to allow the landowner(s) to make oral representations in relation to the 
reasons given for this acceptance.

5.5 There is no right of appeal against a Committee decision.  The route for any 
challenges would be via judicial review in the High Court, where the issue 
would be whether the Committee had misdirected itself in law.  Should a 
judicial review application be successful, the Council would be obliged to re-
determine the Application, a successful judicial review application would not 
of itself determine that the Application Land was or was not a town or village 
green.

5.6 All other legal considerations, issues and implications have been addressed 
within the detail of the report.

6.0 OPTIONS

6.1 The Committee may accept or reject the Recommendation.  The Committee 
has the following options:

 The Committee may decline to determine the Application.

 The Committee may decide to proceed and determine the Application 
and either:

1. accept the Application with the view of adding the Application Land 
to the register of town and village greens (note that the matter 
would first need to be deferred to allow the landowner(s) to make 
oral representations as per 5.4);



2. reject the Application, in accordance with the recommendation.

6.2 Members should note that the decision of the Committee in relation to an 
application to register a new town or village green is a legal decision and is 
not a matter of policy or discretion.  If all of the conditions set out in section 
15 (2) of the Commons Act 2006 are met, then the land is a town or village 
green and must be registered.  If any one or more of the conditions is not 
met, the land is not a town or village green and the application may be 
refused. 

7.0 CONCLUSION

7.1 I am of the opinion that the evidence that has been produced by the 
Applicant does not substantiate the conditions set out in section 15 (2) of the 
2006 Act.

7.2 The Application has received an objection from the landowner who claims 
the use of the land is “by right” and not “as of right”.  I am of the opinion that 
the evidence produced verifies the objection.

7.3 I recommend that this Committee resolves to reject the Application on the 
basis that the statutory criteria set out in section 15(2) of the 2006 Act, and 
under which this Application was made, have not been met.

Dominic Donnini
Executive Director – Economy & Infrastructure
9 August 2018

APPENDICES

Appendix 1 – Application Form and Supporting Evidence
Appendix 2 – Plan of Application Land
Appendix 3 – Land Registry Title
Appendix 4 – Objection and Correspondence
Appendix 5 – Additional Evidence
Appendix 6 – Emails in support of Application
Appendix 7 – Summary or oral representations

IMPLICATIONS

Staffing: None
Financial: There would be cost implications in the event of an 

application for judicial review, however the Council is the 
registration authority and therefore has a statutory duty to 
decide applications.

Property: None
Electoral Division(s): Penrith North
Human Rights: The Council as registration authority has to make a 

decision in accordance with the law and in particular with 
the provisions of the 2006 Act, given these legal criteria a 
decision must reflect the legislation despite any other 
rights of individuals.



PREVIOUS RELEVANT COUNCIL OR EXECUTIVE DECISIONS

No Previous relevant decisions

CONSIDERATION BY OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY

Not considered by Overview and Scrutiny
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